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With the deepening of reform and opening process, China's auto industry obtains 
the rapid development. As an important part in the supply chain of automobile 
industry, the vehicle logistics get more and more attention. Recent years, the vehicle 
logistics business is surging with the increase of market demand. However, during the 
actual scheduling stowage transportation，there are high logistics cost and logistics 
resource allocation inefficiency ills, which caused the vehicle, road resources and oil 
resources waste, also increased a lot of air pollution. The study about the 
establishment of a multi-vehicle stowage instructive model not only has practical 
significance but also has broad prospect. Development of the corresponding 
distribution management system of vehicle logistics is adapt to the trend of the 
information age, which has special support and safeguard function to improve the 
logistics efficiency, reduce logistics cost, improve logistics service quality, ensure the 
safety of logistics, and enhance the competitiveness of logistics enterprises. 
The dissertation carries on the system design mainly aiming at the current 
vehicle logistics and distribution in the process of decision-making problem of 
stowage plan. The distribution management system of the passenger vehicle logistics 
which finally designs and realizes can quickly and efficiently achieve the optimization 
of the dynamic loading process and static stowage solutions for the passenger 
transport – car transport vehicle carriers. The dissertation mainly introduces the 
present situation at home and abroad of the vehicle logistics, designs and realizes 
distribution management system of the passenger vehicle logistics. The related 
knowledge and applied technologies it involves, include the establishment of a 
mathematical model during the process of loading, solution algorithm and the 
development language and environment. The dissertation makes functional and 
non-functional requirements analysis for the system on the basis of the full theoretical 
analysis. Through the overall design, business process design, function module design 
















makes a test for the system. The core function of this system is when the stowage plan 
is generated, the system will automatically to run the program of the particle swarm 
optimization to solve 0-1 knapsack problems, and the solving result is the stowage 
plan. With the date provided by the 2014 graduate students the mathematical contest 
in modeling, test results show that the system basically achieved the required 
functions. 
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的 0-1 背包模型。通过专业的模型求解软件——Matlab 7.0 实现了乘用车数的向

































































Merkel 和 Hellman 在 1978 年提出。“如何选择最合适的物品放置到给定的背包
中”是问题名称的起源，该问题可描述为：给定 n件物品和 1 个背包，物品 i的
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解决 0-1 背包问题的传统算法主要包括动态规划、回溯法、分支定界法等精
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